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smooth and clean, and while being riveted to be held firmly in position and alignment without exert-ing injurious strains upon any portion or detail of the boiler.
34.    The use of drift pens, to bring rivet holes to match, or  come  true and  central,   will  not be allowed in the process of riveting,  and must be dispensed  with   entirely.    The   utmost   accuracy   in punching the rivet  holes will   be   exacted.    Rivet holes failing to fit, or come fair  and  true, must be reamed out accurately,  and rivets of suitable size used.
35.    All sheets of the boilers must be satisfac- sheets. torily straightened before being planed, bent, flanged, drilled, fitted, etc.
36.    All   scarfing   to   be   done in   a  neat   and workmanlike    manner.      Sufficient    allowance    of material must be made at all places where scarfs are required.
37.    The edges of all sheets to be planed to a suitable bevel.
38.    All  seams to be caulked   on both   sides caulking, where accessible.
All caulking to be done in the best manner, with round-nosed caulking tools; great care to be taken not to mar the sheet or rivets.
39.    The  threads   of   all   studs,   bolts,   screw  Threads, stays, stay bolts  and nuts,   to be chased with great
care and skill, to insure uniformity in pitch and accuracy in fit.
All holes which are to receive bolts, screw stays, studs or stay bolts, to be accurately centered, drilled and tapped, to give a desirable fit and tightness of the threads.
The stay bolts, screw stays and studs to be entered, screwed in and riveted in a careful and workmanlike manner, to insure true and parallel surfaces and an equitable distribution of the stress upon all of the sustaining members.
40.    All expanding of tubes and  nipples shall be done in a careful and workmanlike manner,  and shall be absolutely water-tight under the test pressure.
41.    The fire,  ash and   cleaning  doors   to  be  Doors. fitted air-tight to their seating or bearing surfaces.   .
All holes in the lugs for hinges of the doors used in the construction to be drilled and reamed, to accurately fit the turned pins for same.

